We do hope the start into 2020 worked well. May all your aspirational aims, either voca- 
tional ones or personal ones, come true.

2020 will be a year for us peppered with activi-
ties and events which we look forward to.

“embedded world” in Nuremberg is our first 
topic for talk to you and more ADKOM high-
lights in 2020 are already in planning. For 
more to it please follow successive ADKOM-
unities. You may be curious about it.
A useful assistance for development and design-in of E-paper displays

Development of new products is generally time-consuming and cost-intensive. Especially for applications with E-paper integration we will, before long, contribute to an operative and cost-efficient proof of concept.

Within a short time we are going to provide ADKOM E-paper board EPC4091 which makes it possible to easily control nearly all standard graphic E-papers offered by our authorized E Ink partner. The complete by ADKOM designed and in Germany made hardware enables you to drive EPD-displays in sizes from 1,54” to 13,3”.

As package deal to EPC4091 you will receive an in-house-developed Windows™ based software tool as well. The program serves as tool for generating individual graphics and text aligned to the maximum solution of the particular E-paper sizes. Via USB connection the program data will be transferred to the computer associated PCB and communicated to the relative e-paper.

In our next issue we shall inform you about further details on PCB and software as well as about the precise composition of our offer and package.

If you have got any questions to this topic, please contact us. We will be pleased to providing advice.

Attendance on “embedded world 2020”

“embedded world 2020” is impending. Via separate emails you received your personal invitation and obtained the possibility to issue your digital ticket.

ADKOMunity would like also to encourage you to discuss news of display technologies or – your upcoming new development projects together with your personal ADKOM contact.

The ADKOM show team is looking forward to informative talk and answering your questions for...

...we take the time for you.

In case you did not receive our invitation by electronic transfer, please contact us.
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